The 33 Vibrations of

KUAN YIN
Mother of Compassion
A Way to Live in the Heart in the 21st Century
A workshop for women with

ANIQUE RADIANT HEART

As 2012 approaches, we are all asking “How will the Mayan
prophesy manifest? ….. How is the world going to change? What
will happen to our Divine Mother Earth and all of
the Divine Beings on Her?”
These are complex questions, which come from our minds yet one thread is always present in the guidance I receive – the
main shift in consciousness for all beings on Earth will be to
“live from the heart”. To “think with our hearts”. In doing so,
we, as Divine beings, will bring about the critical changes which
are needed to ensure that the Feminine Principle, as Divine
Mother, once again permeates the energy of all LIFE.

The 33 Vibrations of

KUAN YIN
Mother of Compassion
Kuan Yin, through Her 33
aspects or vibrations, teaches us
how to bring about these
changes – both within ourselves
and the planet. During our
workshop, we shall explore Her
33 emanations and understand
the encoded messages held
within them. We shall invoke
Her and chant Her praises.

“Working with Kuan Yin changed
my life so radically, that I lost all
fear and left my mainstream work
to live the life of a Spiritual
Teacher in Her service. I have
never looked back. She will do
the same for you.
We must live our dreams…..at the
very least we must try to live
them, otherwise, regret will infect
our lives.”
Anique Radiant Heart

We shall create our Kuan Yin
sacred tool and imbue it with
sacred energy of intention for
our own transformation, into
our heart consciousness.

Contact Anique from anywhere in
the world and she will come to
you and your community

Anique@herwill.net

